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Suitability guidelines: ESMA looks to revamp requirements to better serve 
clients 
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Financial Services analysis: The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) recently published a 
consultation paper on certain aspects of suitability requirements in Directive 2014/65/2014 (MiFID II). Andrew 
Henderson, partner and author of the MiFID chapter in Gore-Browne on EU Company Law, and James Burnie, 
associate at Eversheds Sutherland LLP, explain the purpose of the consultation paper, the key proposed 
changes and their implications. 
 

Original News 

ESMA consults on MiFID II suitability guidelines, LNB News 14/07/2017 99 

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) has opened a consultation on draft guidelines on certain 
aspects of the suitability requirements under the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II). Comments are 
sought by 13 October 2017. 
 

Why is ESMA updating its suitability guidelines? 

A core theme of investor protection under MiFID II is that investment firms must ensure, when they provide any type of 
investment advice, whether independent or not, or portfolio management, that the service is suitable for the recipient 
client. The importance of this requirement means that it is regulated at the pan-European level under Directive 
2004/39/EC (MiFID I). On January 2018, the MiFID II provisions will take effect—replacing those in MiFID I.  

MiFID II builds on the current MiFID I requirements for suitability. It places greater obligations on firms to ensure that 
services provided are suitable, for example, through a new requirement to assess the suitability of the overall package 
where advice is provided on a bundle of products or services. MiFID II also updates the suitability requirements to reflect 
changes in technology, for example, by clarifying that firms are still responsible for the suitability assessment, even if 
they provide an advice or a discretionary management service through an automated or part-automated system.  

In light of these changes, ESMA is updating its guidance on suitability, which was originally drafted under the MiFID I 
framework. In order to ensure that this guidance is updated to reflect the new MiFID II regulatory landscape, ESMA is 
now updating its suitability guidelines and is seeking input on how to best do this. 
 

What are the key changes that ESMA is proposing? 

ESMA’s new guidance builds on the text of its MiFID I guidelines, which ESMA notes have been substantially confirmed. 
The new guidance has been updated to: 
 

•  reflect the new MiFID II requirements 
•  provide further clarity on the suitability requirements in relation to automated advice  
•  consider the results of supervisory activities conducted by national competent authorities on the 

implementation of the suitability requirements, and  
•  incorporate learning from studies in the area of behavioural finance.  

The new guidelines provide examples to give a clear indication of how suitability requirements are to be met in practice. 
 
MiFID II 

The guidance provides context on the overall position of suitability within the MiFID II framework. In particular, ESMA, 
delineates the interaction of the suitability rules with the new MiFID II product governance rules, which govern how 
products should be designed with a particular client type in mind (the target market) and sold to these clients—not to 
clients for whom the product was not designed. ESMA notes that there are two areas of interaction between product 
governance and suitability requirements:  
 

•  that information obtained through the suitability assessment is used to identify ex-ante the target markets 
for the products 

•  that the correct ex-ante identification of the target market should ensure that products end up with the 
‘correct’ type of customers for whose needs and objectives they had been designed 
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Automated advice 

Firms providing automated advice or portfolio management need to ensure that these services are provided in 
accordance with the suitability requirements. ESMA notes that there are specific risks in relation to automated advice, in 
relation to what information should be provided to clients, how it should be provided, how suitability is assessed and the 
organisational arrangements firms should implement when providing automated advice. Much of ESMA’s focus, in 
relation to these issues, is on ensuring that clients understand the service being provided, and receive information in a 
way which is fair, clear and not misleading. ESMA also notes that automated advice services need to be designed to fit 
with the firm’s wider business model.  
 
Behavioural studies 

ESMA notes that the suitability assessments should take into account clients’ behavioural biases, for example, if these 
are not taken into account when designing a questionnaire, the results of the questionnaire may be unreliable. ESMA 
highlights the need for questionnaires to be unbiased, clearly worded and clearly presented.  
 

How will these guidelines impact current practice, in particular for UK firms? 

With the UK's referendum vote to leave the EU, some have queried the applicability of ESMA’s guidance as an EU 
authority for UK firms. However, the ESMA guidance will come into force before Brexit takes effect and will, therefore, 
apply to UK firms. In addition, current indications are that the UK regulators do not intend to deviate from the MiFID II 
framework once in force, and so UK firms should assume that they will generally need to act in accordance with ESMA’s 
guidance. Although the guidance is not in final form, they show ESMA’s intent for the final guidelines which are being 
developed. As such, firms should start moving their current practices to become in line with the direction of ESMA’s 
proposed guidance, so that they have a longer period in which to make any necessary changes for compliance.  
 

What should firms do now? 

Firms should start familiarising themselves with ESMA’s proposed new guidelines as part of preparing for MiFID II. Firms 
have an opportunity to feed into these guidelines, so long as they submit their comments to ESMA by 13 October 2017. 
This is an opportunity for firms to obtain clarification from ESMA regarding the exact consequences of these guidelines. 
The finalised guidelines will be published by ESMA in Q1/Q2 2018.  

Interviewed by Alex Heshmaty. 

The views expressed by our Legal Analysis interviewees are not necessarily those of the proprietor. 
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